Hi there,

April 2014

What do you think of it?
April Fools! Did I get you?
I hope I made you laugh. Happy April Fool's
Day!
Truth be told, we love pranks, and we love to
share and talk about the best ones with our
friends.

"The people who do their own stunts are
fully human. They are the people who are
curious about the world around them and
adventurous when it comes to trying things
that are outside of their comfort zone. They
run headfirst toward life."
- Curtis Zimmerman

Think about it this way: some of the best viral
videos are epic pranks or hoaxes, something
so bizarre, funny, or fascinating that we have
to share them.
For instance, a year ago Google introduced
Google Nose in which users can search scents
and sniff them straight from their browsers.
Why do we love pranks? Because they are:






Well-produced and believable
Shocking and seemingly almost too
good to be true
Conversation starters
Share-worthy, because people want to
be associated with them

Google does an excellent job creating pranks.
Last year, Google also created a fake worldwide treasure hunt through Treasure Mode on
Google Maps.
But why does a successful company like
Google invest time and resources into
producing these hoaxes?

Google introduces "Google Nose."

I believe it's because it reinforces their brand
by showing that they are a loose, fun-loving
company. Google is committed to play, and it
doesn't want to be viewed as a big, boring
corporation. By entertaining and engaging,
they draw their customers to them.
When's the last time you invested in having
fun and engaged others by doing something
out of the ordinary?
Today:



Engage and entertain. Share a
funny video with the people around.
Here are a few: the Popinator,
YouTube is down until 2023, and the
Slip and Fly.

This week:



Hot off the Blog

Remember to share. When you find
something great, give it away.
Sharing things that are valuable and
engaging will draw people to you.

This month:



Go play. No one wants to be boring.
Take a cue from Google and do
something fun that's not a part of
your regular routine. Check out this
fun video I made for my kids.

How do you create excellence everyday?
Brian Gullbrants of Wynn Las Vegas
provides the answer in Front Row with
Brian Gullbrants.

I hope you've subscribed to my blog. Each
week I share a list of amazing links I've
found, and I've begun a Front Row series
featuring exclusive interviews with the crazy
awesome experts I've met throughout my
career. Read it, Tweet it, share it. Subscribe
to my blog today!
Learn the 7 Success Tips Every McDonald's
Worker Knows.

curtiszimmerman.com
curtis@curtiszimmerman.com
Follow:

Robert Gabsa, brand experience expert,
shares about Opening Happiness and the
Importance of Emotional Marketing in Front
Row with Robert Gabsa.
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